Reality TV Newcomer Chantelle
Fraser Talks Relationship
Status & Blood, Sweat and
Heels Finale
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On this season of the Bravo reality TV show Blood, Sweat and
Heels, fans welcomed newcomer Chantelle Fraser to the show’s
cast. The UK native and founder of Flawless NYC made her
television debut on the popular show and forged strong
friendships and even some rivalries along the way. In this
exclusive celebrity interview, CupidsPulse.com Executive
Editor Lori Bizzoco caught up with Fraser who shared details
about her time on the show, who she’s dating, and what’s next

for her.

Reality TV Newcomer Discusses Her
Experience on the Show
Fraser joined the cast of the Bravo reality TV show in its
second season, and cites her experience on the show as
“surreal.” She reveals, “Well it’s obviously surreal watching
yourself on television, especially because I haven’t been on
television before, seeing myself being myself. So that’s
always interesting.” Fraser adds that she was pleased with how
she portrayed herself, but wished that the show reflected more
depth regarding disputes between cast members.
Related Link: ‘Blood, Sweat and Heels’ Reality TV Star Brie
Bythewood Says, “I Don’t Know How to Be Anyone Other Than Me”
One of Fraser’s biggest disputes this season was between
herself and fellow cast member Demetria Lucas D’Oyley. Fraser
says that the feud between the two women was not portrayed as
well on the show. “Me and Demetria had a bit of beef on the
show and I kind of felt like it didn’t really reflect what
truly went down from the cut, which was unfortunate,” she
says. Currently Fraser confirms that the two women “don’t have
a relationship” after the events on the show transpired.
Despite this feud however, the young businesswoman says that
she has formed great friendships with some of her fellow cast
members including Geneva Thomas and Daisy Lewellyn, both of
whom she speaks with regularly.

Bravo Star Shares Relationship
Details and What’s Next
Before appearing on Blood, Sweat and Heels, the reality TV
star was romantically linked to Mario Singer, the ex-husband

of Ramona Singer from Real Housewives of New York. Rumors
surrounded Fraser and Singer, who were reportedly believed to
be a celebrity couple. However, Fraser revealed that she is
currently in a celebrity relationship with one of her exboyfriends. She shared that she and her current flame, who is
a New York City lawyer, have been dating since the show
wrapped almost one year ago and that fans can “forget the
rumors” that she and Singer are an item.
Related Link: Celebrity Video Exclusive: ‘Blood, Sweat and
Heels’ Star Geneva Thomas Moments Before Brawl with Melyssa
Ford
Although she has had a mostly positive experience on the show,
she says that being in the cast presented challenges as well.
“The biggest struggle I think is staying focused on day to day
business activities because people want to pull and push you
in different directions. It’s great, but at the same time I
still need to keep an eye on my business.”
A new project that the entrepreneur is currently working on is
flawless-living.com, which she says is a weekly website that
is “focused on self development.” Fraser shares “My goal is to
be the best version of myself, and I know that it’s the the
goal of many other people too. It’s a journey, so we’ve
enlisted experts in nutrition, health, wellness, beauty and
love.”
After five months of filming, Fraser says that being on the
show is better than she imagined. She reveals that the
positive feedback from the media as well as the support of her
fans have been “overwhelming.” She also adds, “I’m all about
growing and learning. By watching myself on TV for better or
for worse, I can grow and I can learn.”
Catch up with Chantelle on Twitter @chantyfraser.

